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Dear Mystic Circle Community,
Welcome to the May 2024 issue of Mystic Circle Magazine!

I'm Monica Bey, the founder of Mystic Circle TV, Mystic University® , Mystic Temple,
Metasoul®  Music, and your guide on this mystical journey with our magazine, which is
now proudly under the nonprofit organization, Mystic Temple Inc.

Having dedicated my life to exploring the metaphysical and mystical realms, I am
thrilled to announce that Mystic Circle Magazine is now a part of Mystic Temple’s Global
Awakening Initiative. This issue marks the official launch of Mystic Temple's mission to
ignite a worldwide spiritual awakening.

We are committed to being your ultimate source for all things enchanting and
transformative. Through our TV shows, resources, uplifting music and this quarterly
magazine, we aim to keep you informed about the latest in mystic entertainment, delve
deep into metaphysical and spiritual topics, and inspire you with a sprinkle of magic.
Our mission is to provide the resources you need to elevate your life to a higher
vibration while having a ton of fun along the way.

Join us on this enchanting adventure, where entertainment meets enlightenment, and
where learning feels like play. I’m excited to embark on this new journey with you as
part of the Global Awakening Initiative, helping you embrace the mystical with a wink
and a smile.

With enchantment and excitement,

Founder, Mystic Circle Magazine, Mystic
Circle TV, and Mystic University®

MONICA BEY
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THE RENAISSANCE
of Ancient Rituals in Modern

Spiritual Practices

In today’s fast-paced world, there is a growing movement towards reconnecting
with the ancient rituals of our ancestors. These timeless practices, once the
backbone of communal and spiritual life, are finding new breath in modern
spiritual circles and becoming a little more mainstream, resonating deeply with
those seeking more profound connections and holistic experiences.

One of the most captivating aspects of this resurgence is the revival of Native
American smudging ceremonies. These rituals, which involve the burning of sacred
herbs like sage and sweetgrass, are used for purification and prayer. Originally
specific to Native cultures, smudging has transcended its origins and is now
practiced widely among various groups seeking spiritual cleansing and renewal.

WRITTEN BY JENNIFER WARD



Similarly, Celtic solstice celebrations, which mark the
shifts of seasons and the balance of natural light, are
also enjoying renewed popularity. These rituals,
particularly those of the summer solstice at
Stonehenge, attract thousands of people from
around the globe, drawn by a desire to experience
the power of ancient traditions and connect with the
rhythms of the earth.

Another fascinating example is the revival of ancient
Egyptian practices, particularly the ritualistic
techniques like those used in mummification and the
daily offerings made to the gods. These practices,
steeped in rich symbolism and respect for the
afterlife, are being explored by modern spiritual
practitioners who find deep meaning in the ancient
Egyptians' meticulous care for the dead and their
constant communication with the divine.

The practice of Qigong, a traditional Chinese exercise
and healing technique that involves meditation,
controlled breathing, and movement exercises, is also
seeing a resurgence. Rooted in Taoist and Buddhist
philosophies, Qigong is practiced by modern seekers
not only for its health benefits but also for its
potential to enhance spiritual growth and balance
energy.

The incorporation of these ancient practices into
modern spiritual life not only honors their origins but
also adapts their meanings to contemporary needs.
For many, participating in these rituals is a way to
restore balance in their lives, reconnect with nature,
and tap into a collective cultural memory.

As we continue to face global challenges, the wisdom
of ancient rituals offers not just solace but also
practical lessons on living in harmony with nature and
each other. Their revival is a testament to their
timeless relevance and the universal human need for
connection and spiritual depth. This blend of past and
present not only enriches our spiritual lives but also
bridges generations, fostering a deeper appreciation
for our shared heritage.
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UPCOMING LIVE EVENTS AT MYSTIC UNIVERSITY®

RECURRING MONTHLY EVENTS

5/30 | 7PM ET5/29 | 7PM ET5/28 | 7PM ET

FIRST MONDAYS
7PM EST

FIRST SUNDAYS
1PM EST

SECOND SUNDAYS
1PM EST

LIVE COURSES

SECOND MONDAYS
6PM EST

https://www.mysticuniversity.net/


UPCOMING LIVE EVENTS AT MYSTIC UNIVERSITY®

LIVE COURSES

6/6 | 7PM ET 6/18 | 7PM ET 6/25 | 7PM ET 6/27 | 7PM ET

SEND YOUR DONATION

Join us in transforming lives globally and become part of a
spiritual revolution with Mystic Temple. 

Your donation fuels our mission to spread teachings of The
Book of Rasheeda, uplifiting music and TV, and more-
bringing deeper meaning and connection to the world.

https://www.mysticuniversity.net/
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=WRL8HM4GT92T4
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Goddess
Embracing Light and Transformation as
a Light Guardian

INTERVIEWED BY MONICA BEY

LIGHT GUARDIANS ARE DIVINELY CHOSEN TO HELP SPREAD THE WORD OF
THE BOOK OF RASHEEDA AS PART OF THE GLOBAL AWAKENING INITIATIVE

WITH MYSTIC TEMPLE

GODDESS TAMIKO:
LIGHT GUARDIAN
MYSTIC TEMPLE



Tamiko Lowry, also known as Goddess
Tamiko, was born and raised in Buffalo, New
York. After spending over two decades in the
vibrant city of Atlanta, Georgia, she made a
momentous decision to relocate to the
enchanting paradise of Tulum, Mexico, earlier
this year. Tamiko's journey is one of profound
personal transformation and spiritual
awakening. "My journey has been one of deep
personal transformation and spiritual
awakening," she shares. As a dedicated
practitioner of sacred rituals, she has honed
her skills as a personal development and
trauma recovery embodiment coach, guiding
her clients toward healing their souls and
tapping into their divine purpose.

"Prior to my enrollment at Mystic University, I
found myself holding back and not fully
embracing my spiritual gifts," Tamiko reveals.
"I allowed fear to overshadow my true power,
leading me to live a life that was out of
alignment with my authentic self. I became a
people pleaser, sacrificing my own desires and
settling for relationships and circumstances
that did not serve my highest purpose." This
all changed when she enrolled at Mystic
University. Now, with newfound wisdom, she
has embraced her true calling and is
dedicated to empowering others.

Tamiko's inspiration to become a Light
Guardian stems from her deep belief in the
transformative teachings of Mystic Temple. "I
am inspired to embrace my role as a Light
Guardian, driven by my belief in the
transformative teachings of Mystic University
and Mystic Temple," she explains. "These
teachings have the power to ignite a ripple
effect of empowerment and positive change
throughout the world." One aspect that
resonates with her deeply is the guidance
offered by the Divine Mother, Monica Bey.
"What resonates within me is the wisdom and
guidance offered by these teachings and the
Divine Mother, Monica Bey. She offers a
sacred sanctuary for spiritual seekers, where
true enlightenment, growth, and a vibrant
community thrive."

Reflecting on her induction, Tamiko feels a
profound change. "I am filled with extreme
gratitude as I reflect upon my recent
induction as a Light Guardian. The
experience has deepened my connection
to this sacred space in ways beyond
words," she shares. "The act of reciting the
magical oath was nothing short of
enchanting, taking me to a realm of
spiritual fulfillment. In that moment, I felt
an overwhelming sense of love and
protection, as if I was cradled in the
embrace of the Divine Mother."



FOR MORE INFO ON MYSTIC TEMPLE,
VISIT MYSTICTEMPLE.ORG

Tamiko envisions her role as a Light Guardian as an
opportunity for both personal and communal growth. "My
expectations from my role as a Light Guardian with Mystic
Temple is to provide support, guidance, and assistance to
individuals on their spiritual journey," she says. "I strive to
foster a sense of connection and community within the
Mystic Temple. Through my interactions, I want to help
create a welcoming environment where individuals feel
supported and understood."

Her spiritual journey has evolved significantly through
Mystic Temple, and she is eager to explore higher
consciousness, manifestation techniques, and the power of
intention. "One area I am interested in exploring is the
concept of higher consciousness and the expansion of
awareness," she notes. "I am also eager to explore more
about manifestation techniques and the power of
intention."

The teachings of the Divine Mother and The Book of
Rasheeda have provided Tamiko with validation and
inspiration. "The teachings of the Divine Mother and The
Book of Rasheeda have had a great impact on my outlook
and spiritual practices," she explains. "By embracing the
wisdom provided, I have been able to cultivate a deeper
connection to my divine assignment and cultivate
compassion and love."

Tamiko hopes to inspire others through her story and
encourage them to embrace their spiritual journey. "I want
to contribute to collaborative and innovative projects that
inspire personal transformation and social impact," she
states. Despite anticipating challenges in balancing her
responsibilities, she sees them as opportunities for growth
and learning.

Her message to those considering a similar spiritual
journey is clear: "I would like for others to know that my
spiritual journey has been a path of self-discovery, growth,
and connection with something greater than myself," she
says. "I would like to encourage you to consider taking on
your own spiritual journey. It doesn't have to be a specific
path or tradition, but it could be a personal exploration of
your own beliefs, values, and connection with the divine or
higher consciousness. I invite you to embrace the
unknown, be open to growth, and trust in the wisdom that
lies within you. Know that you are not alone in this journey,
as there are others who are also seeking and walking
alongside you."

Goddess Tamiko’s journey is a
testament to the power of
embracing one's true calling and the
transformative teachings of Mystic
Temple.

MONICA BEY

LEARN MORE

THE DIVINE MOTHER

https://mystictemple.org/
https://mystictemple.org/
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In a world where spiritual seekers are often met with rigid doctrines,
limiting beliefs and constricted pathways, Mystic Temple emerges as a
beacon of freedom and enlightenment, guided by the deep insights of The
Divine Mother, Monica Bey. Mystic Temple is a revolution aimed at
bringing back the truth of who we are and transforming how we perceive
and engage with our divine essence.

At the heart of this transformative movement is The Book of Rasheeda, a
dynamic scripture still being written through The Divine Mother by a
Cosmic Collective Consciousness since 2015. This sacred text is a living,
breathing guide that grows and evolves, offering new insights as this
collective consciousness continues to write this through The Divine
Mother. "The Book of Rasheeda brings forth universal truths and wisdom
to guide our community," explains The Divine Mother. Its teachings are
clear: we are not confined to the physical and societal chains that bind us
but are infinite beings capable of unlimited power and profound
transformation.

The journey of Mystic Temple began with a divine revelation received by
The Divine Mother in 2012, where she saw her future and the pivotal role
she would play in leading the world to spiritual awakening. 

AN INTERVIEW WITH THE DIVINE MOTHER, MONICA BEY

The Most Powerful Spiritual 
Revolution of Our Age



Monica Bey
The Divine Mother of Mystic Temple, 

Now Streaming on Mystic Circle TV



– @reallygreatsite

  and their personal transformations. They
embody the temple's teachings, actively
engaging in practices that elevate both their
own and the collective consciousness of the
community. They will be building local
communities of light.

Looking ahead, The Divine Mother envisions
Mystic Temple continuing to expand its
reach globally, touching more lives, and
continuing to evolve as a spiritual sanctuary.
"Our core mission will always be to bring
people back to their divine essence and
remind them of their limitless potential." she
states. “We are already in 62 countries and
the message is spreading quickly and
already making an impact on so many souls.
This is only the beginning.”

This spiritual revolution is not just about
personal enlightenment; it's about
transforming the world by reconnecting with
our true selves and breaking free from the
chains that society and traditional religions
have imposed. Mystic Temple invites
everyone to be part of this groundbreaking
journey to rediscover the divine within and
explore spirituality with an open heart and
limitless possibilities.

As we step into this new age with Mystic
Temple, we are not just followers of a
teaching; we are active participants in a
divine revelation. Join us on this journey to
enlightenment and experience the true
essence of your spirituality as we forge
forward, breaking the chains of limitation
and embracing our infinite nature. Together,
we are not just changing lives—we are
changing the world.

Get involved with Mystic Temple today and
be part of a spiritual revolution that
promises liberation, truth, and an unbridled
connection with the divine. The future of
spirituality is here, and it is limitless. 

This vision was not just about creating a
community but igniting a global spiritual
awakening. "I was shown my life's purpose in a
series of divine visions that revealed I would
establish a temple, a sanctuary for those seeking
truth and enlightenment beyond the traditional
confines of religion," she shares.

Mystic Temple offers a unique spiritual experience
that transcends traditional religious practices. It is
a place where the recognition of our own divinity
and deeper understanding of what that means to
our individual and collective lives is revealed in
mind blowing ways. The divine connection is
recognized as an integral part of the human
experience, not something external to be sought
or worshipped. "We are all connected by the same
light. This realization is essential for true spiritual
freedom," The Divine Mother emphasizes.

The role of Light Guardians in this movement is
crucial. They have been divinely chosen by the
Cosmic Collective Consciousness and The Divine
Mother, Monica Bey. They are the torchbearers of
the temple's ethos, spreading the light and
wisdom garnered from The Book of Rasheeda

FOR MORE INFO ON MYSTIC TEMPLE, VISIT
MYSTICTEMPLE.ORG

https://mystictemple.org/


EMPOWER YOUR SOUL WITH METASOUL®  MUSIC RADIO,
ALWAYS FREE TO ALL! 

AS PART OF OUR GLOBAL AWAKENING INITIATIVE, WE
DELIVER UPLIFTING AND TRANSFORMATIVE MUSIC TO

INSPIRE AND ELEVATE. TUNE IN TO CONNECT WITH YOUR
INNER POWER AND PURPOSE WHEREVER YOU ARE! 
THE VIBES ARE ALWAYS EXACTLY WHAT YOU NEED!

LISTEN NOW

https://themysticmarketplace.com/
https://mystictemple.org/radio


Gordon Allen, born and 
raised in Los Angeles, 
California, has a story of 
profound transformation. Growing up in
the 80s and 90s, Gordon became heavily
immersed in gang culture, which
eventually led to spending his twenties in
prison for bank robberies. "In hindsight,
prison was probably the best thing that
could have happened to me," Gordon
reflects. "It's the place where I got a chance
to start knowing myself and realizing that I
had allowed myself to be programmed in
ways that were not beneficial to myself."
Today, Gordon is a father of four—three
daughters and one son—and a devoted
member of Mystic Temple.

Gordon’s path to becoming a Light
Guardian was serendipitous. "Technically, I
was chosen," he laughs. "However, it was a
GREAT HONOR. I came across the Divine
Mother at a time in my life when
everything seemed to be falling apart. With
her instruction, I went from feeling like the
world was crumbling to knowing that I was
the creator of my own reality." Gordon
found that whatever he applied from the
Divine Mother’s teachings resulted in a
100% success rate, as he always gained
growth.

Gordon's personal beliefs were deeply
enriched by the teachings of the Divine
Mother. "My own belief was that I was all
power, a GOD of my own world. 

GORDON ALLEN: LIGHT GUARDIAN,
MYSTIC TEMPLE

INTERVIEWED BY MONICA BEY

Spiritual Awakening as a
Light Guardian
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The Divine Mother showed me how to apply
that belief, how to tap into my powers for the
benefit of myself and others," he explains. This
guidance transformed his understanding,
helping him turn coal into diamonds.

As a Light Guardian, Gordon aims to serve
Mystic Temple with complete honor. "My
biggest contribution will probably be to men. I
know I can be of great service to other men,
especially in a world where so many have
been taught a harmful, false sense of
masculinity. I will show them Divine
Masculinity, a masculinity that's truly
powerful," he says.

Gordon has no limits on his spiritual growth
with Mystic Temple. "I lived my whole life with
false rules and limitations. It's over for that,"
he declares. He is particularly eager to explore
healing and expects to face challenges, such
as understanding empathy. "I've always lived a
life under pressure, so I tend to think
everyone should always be strong. I have to
learn to be patient and understand that
everyone is different."

The teachings of the Divine Mother and
The Book of Rasheeda played a crucial role
in Gordon's life. "When I was introduced to
the Divine Mother, it was a critical time.
With her guidance, I came out on top of the
world. Under normal circumstances, it was
supposed to be the end for me. I'm a
walking testimony."

Gordon is committed to making an impact
wherever needed. "I just plan to be
impactful in any way possible, wherever I
need to be impactful I accept the
challenge," he asserts. His message to
others is powerful: "TO EMBRACE YOUR
POWER AND STEP INTO YOUR POWER! The
revolution will be televised."

Gordon Allen’s journey from gang culture
to spiritual enlightenment exemplifies the
transformative power of Mystic Temple’s
teachings. His story is a testament to the
impact of embracing one’s inner power
and the guidance of the Divine Mother.

FOR MORE INFO ON MYSTIC TEMPLE, VISIT
MYSTICTEMPLE.ORG

https://mystictemple.org/
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Dominec Holmes is a spiritual consultant and
professional astrologer who has been a dedicated
student of the Divine Mother, Monica Bey, for over a
decade. "We met in one of the spiritual Facebook
groups. I don't recall which one because there was
nothing memorable about it except meeting her,"
Dominec shares. His life before joining Mystic Temple
was turbulent. "Prior to her manifesting into my life, I
was tap dancing on a razor blade. Although I was
aware of my spiritual power, I had no idea of my
spiritual potential. She helped me become keenly
aware of that and saved me from going down the
wrong path again."

Dominec's motivation to become a Light Guardian
stems from the Divine Mother's teachings. "The Divine
Mother told me years ago about Mystic Temple and
the prophecies. I knew I would be an instrumental
part of it because she told me this was revealed to
her. I can tell you with a degree of certainty that the
things being revealed to the world shall come to
pass." The teachings of limitless power and personal
responsibility resonate most with him. "I like the
teachings of limitless power and potential and your
personal responsibility to develop them the most."

Having completed his induction, Dominec feels a
deepened connection to Mystic Temple. "It has
increased my sense of responsibility, expanded my
awareness of oneness, and tapered down my ego," he
notes. 

Dominec
Embracing Spiritual
Power as a Light
Guardian

INTERVIEWED BY MONICA BEY

HOLMES

DOMINEC HOLMES:
LIGHT GUARDIAN

MYSTIC TEMPLE
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As a Light Guardian, Dominec aims to lead a peaceful
life and guide others to the truth. "I want to live a more
peaceful life and help lead other people to the truth,"
he says. He envisions his spiritual journey evolving
through better observation of the human experience.
"The most specific thing for me is being a better
observer of the human experience, meeting people
where they're at, and not getting caught up in the
illusions of this engineered reality."

The teachings of the Divine Mother and The Book of
Rasheeda have greatly influenced Dominec's outlook
and practices. "They helped me to be more detached
from the human experience, encouraged me to further
develop my spiritual power, and to take more
responsibility in actively molding my reality," he
explains.

Within the Mystic Temple community, Dominec hopes
to have a significant impact. "I want to spread the truth
and make it very difficult for charlatans and panderers
of fear to mislead people and create more suffering. I
will do what is in the scope of my power to manifest
this," he asserts. 

Dominec anticipates challenges, particularly with time
management due to his multiple businesses. "Time will
definitely be a challenge for me. It's going to give me
the opportunity to remove a lot of meaningless
distractions from my life," he admits.

His message to others on a similar spiritual journey is
profound: "Understand that you are a divine presence
on this earth. Prior to choosing a human body, you
made contracts with other souls to help them learn
and grow. Your evolution is their evolution. Be more
aware and more responsible for the webs that you
weave on this earth plane. Take responsibility for your
energy. Be not a victim of self-deception or self-doubt.
You are a mighty being; conduct yourself as such!"

Dominec Holmes's journey reflects the transformative
power of the teachings of Mystic Temple and the
guidance of the Divine Mother, Monica Bey. His
dedication and insight serve as an inspiration to others
on their spiritual paths.

His spiritual journey has been long and
evolving. "I've been into magic since I was a
kid, studying astrology since I was 16 or 17.
Over a decade ago, I began my journey as a
student of the Divine Mother, and she told
me our purposes were intertwined. I
needed to change my life and let go of my
past."

FOR MORE INFO ON MYSTIC TEMPLE,
VISIT MYSTICTEMPLE.ORG

https://mystictemple.org/


BREWS & POTIONS

MysticMystic
Welcome to my new column, Mystic Brews & Potions, where magic meets medicine! Some of you may not
know this, but mixing herbal medicine and alchemy together has been a passion of mine for some time.
Among the many categories I fit into as The Divine Mother, Healer, Metaphysics expert, etc., I am also a
Certified Herbalist and Herbal Medicine Maker. It is part of my daily living and I’ve decided to share this
amazing impact with you all through this column! 

Today, I have a special treat for you—a recipe that's not just a cup of tea, but a gentle, nurturing potion for
both your body and spirit. Imagine a brew that not only calms your worries but also invites prosperity into
your life. One of the things that gets in the way of manifesting prosperity is your worry that it may not
work and other anxious energies that sit in your aura, blocking your prosperity like a wayward ninja! So
why solve 2 problems with 1 solution!

Whether you're a seasoned herbal enthusiast or a curious newcomer, this concoction will be powerful.
Let’s stir up some enchantment with a tea that can soothe your soul and pave your path to success. Here’s
how to create this magical, medicinal elixir:

CONTRIBUTION BY 
MONICA BEY

Herbal Alchemist & Much More

INGREDIENTS
Basil: Often used in spells for wealth and success.
Medicinally, it can help with stress relief.
Chamomile: Known for its properties to attract
money and luck, and also widely recognized for its
calming effects, reducing anxiety and promoting
sleep.
Cinnamon: Magically associated with drawing
money and success. It has antioxidant properties
and can help regulate blood sugar, which
indirectly affects energy and mood levels.
Ginger: Magically adds energy and success to any
blend. It's also great for digestion and
inflammation.
Green Tea: Used for wealth and courage in
magical practices. It's rich in antioxidants, which
support overall health. (decaffeinated works as
well)
Honey (optional): For sweetness and its magical
properties of attraction, prosperity and solar
energy.

Creating a herbal remedy that serves
both medicinal and magical purposes
for prosperity and anti-worry involves
carefully selecting herbs that align with
both intentions. Here's a detailed recipe
for a tea that combines these elements:



INSTRUCTIONS
*Adjust if you have a loose tea ball or infuser.

BOIL WATER1.
Start with about 750 ml (approximately 3 cups) of water. Bring it to a boil.

2. MIX HERBS
While your water is heating, mix together (if you don’t have access to fresh herbs, dried or
powered herbs will work just fine):

1 teaspoon of dried basil
1 teaspoon of dried chamomile
 ½ teaspoon of cinnamon (either ground or one small stick)
 ½ teaspoon of sliced or grated fresh ginger
 1 bag or 1 teaspoon of green tea leaves

3. STEEP
Once the water reaches a boil, pour it over your herbal mix in a teapot or a large mug. Let it
steep for about 5-10 minutes. The longer you steep, the stronger both the flavor and the
herbal benefits.

4. STRAIN AND SERVE
Strain the herbs from the mixture to avoid over-steeping, which can make the tea bitter,
especially with green tea in the mix. Add honey to taste, if desired.

5. MAGICAL ACTIVATION
While the tea is steeping, focus on your intentions of prosperity and easing worries, just being
in flow. Visualize your goals as already achieved and the feelings they bring. This visualization
charges the tea with your intentions. (to learn more advanced ways to magically activate your
potions, go to Magic Potion Happy Hour! (mysticuniversity.net)

6. DRINK
Sip the tea slowly and mindfully, continuing to focus on your intentions. Feel the energy as it
enters your system and begins to work its magic!

Drink this tea once daily while working toward your prosperity
goals or when you feel particularly stressed. Remember,
consistency in both the medicinal and magical practice increases
effectiveness. Build that magic up and make it more powerful!

This blend is a wonderful way to harness the powers of herbs for
both health and spiritual prosperity. Enjoy the process of making
and drinking your tea as a holistic and sacred ritual.

USAGE

https://www.mysticuniversity.net/magic-potion-happy-hour
https://www.mysticuniversity.net/magic-potion-happy-hour
https://www.mysticuniversity.net/magic-potion-happy-hour
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Embracing Her
Spiritual Gifts as a Light
Guardian

INTERVIEWED BY MONICA BEY
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EBONY GOODRICH:
LIGHT GUARDIAN

MYSTIC TEMPLE



Ebony Goodrich, also known by her
pseudonym Ebony Farashuu, is a published
author and a Light Guardian at Mystic Temple.
Before joining Mystic Temple, Ebony's life was
filled with a love for music, gardening, and
writing. Despite possessing many spiritual
gifts, Ebony felt unfulfilled and lacked the
confidence to trust in herself.

"Before working with Monica Bey, my life was
unfulfilled and uncertain. There were so many
events in my life that made no sense to me,
and I lacked the confidence to trust in myself,"
Ebony reveals. Her journey to becoming a
Light Guardian was inspired by her belief in
the Divine Mother’s message. "I fully believe in
the message The Divine Mother carries. Being
a part of Mystic Temple gives me purpose. It
fuels my relationship with my spiritual gifts…
gifts I wasn’t aware of until I had my first
session with Monica Bey."

One of the teachings that resonate most with
Ebony is the knowledge that everyone is a
light. "The teaching that resonates with me the
most is the knowledge that we are ALL lights.
That message carries a lot of confirmation for
me and helps to pull me out of dark
moments," she explains. 

Reflecting on her induction, Ebony feels a
profound change. "Reciting the magical oath
was enchanting. I felt an overwhelming sense
of love and protection," she says. This
experience deepened her connection to
Mystic Temple and reinforced her
commitment to guide others on their spiritual
journeys. "The experience has deepened my
connection to this sacred space in ways
beyond words."

As an author, Ebony noticed her readers felt
every word she wrote, an early sign of her gift
for healing through words. "As an author, I
noticed my readers physically, mentally, and
emotionally felt every word I wrote. 

It was like every emotion I poured into my
writing was transferred to them through
osmosis. I didn’t have a name for it then,
but I now know it’s directly related to my
gift of healing." However, her spiritual
awakening was met with judgment from
her family, who labeled her gifts as
witchcraft. "I was met with judgment. I was
told speaking to my grandmother was
witchcraft. I was told seeing future events
was reserved for the prophets of the
church. I was told it was sacrilegious for me
to lay hands on people and heal them. I
was told that my gifts were not given to me
by God. ‘The devil can gift you too.’”

This reaction caused Ebony to hide her
true self. "I found myself clamming up and
not sharing for fear of what people would
think of me. I was hiding my true self. I
feared losing family and friends. I feared
being shunned." 



Ebony envisions her role as a Light
GEventually, she decided to live for herself
spiritually, embracing her gifts and
dismissing fear. "I woke up one day and
decided to live for myself spiritually
without considering the thoughts and
feelings of others towards me. The people
who were meant to be on this journey with
me would stay… and the people who had
no supportive place on my journey would
remove themselves."

Guardian as a way to instill confidence in
others to live authentically. "As a Light
Guardian, I want to instill in others the
confidence to live authentically as
themselves and push towards their goals.
Had I truly known who I was as a child, I
could have avoided so much pain and
confusion. I want to help the people in this
community know, love, and trust
themselves fully."

Her spiritual journey has evolved
significantly through Mystic University,
where she gained confidence and trust in
her intuition and spirit guides. "I knew I
had gifts but didn’t feel powerful. I didn’t
trust my intuition and often told myself it
was my imagination. I am now confident
and trusting enough to acknowledge my
intuition and the voices of my spirit
guides."

The teachings of the Divine Mother and
The Book of Rasheeda have provided
Ebony with validation and inspiration. "I
receive a lot of validation from the Divine
Mother’s teachings. Her messages meet
me where I am and then inspire me to go
further. Her teachings help me make sense
of my gifts and the way I use them." She
hopes to inspire others through her story
and encourage them to embrace all the
universe has to offer. "I want to inspire
people through my story and encourage
them to share their own. I want to
prioritize people over tradition and
religion."



MONTHLY OPEN
CIRCLE

MysticTemple.Org

FOR MORE INFO ON MYSTIC TEMPLE, VISIT MYSTICTEMPLE.ORG

Ebony's biggest challenge has been overcoming public opinion, but she is conquering this
through spiritual growth. "My biggest challenge has always been public opinion, but I am
overcoming that with spiritual growth as I gain a deeper knowledge of self." Her message to
others on a similar spiritual journey is clear: "Lean into your authentic self. Grow where growth
is required and discard the opinions of those who discourage you from walking a path created
just for you."

Ebony Goodrich's journey is a testament to the power of embracing one's spiritual gifts and the
transformative teachings of Mystic Temple.
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11AM EST11AM EST

https://mystictemple.org/
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Cosmic CUES

Welcome to Cosmic Cues. We've entered
the second quarter of the year hot, with
Mercury going retrograde in Aries on the 1st
of April, Venus entering Aries on the 4th of
April, and a North Node solar eclipse in Aries
on April 8th.

On May 2nd, Pluto goes retrograde at 2°
Aquarius. If you are a crypto enthusiast, this
is a time where you will see the prices of
Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies going
down. This does not mean sell; this means
position yourself to buy more while it's
cheap because the retrograde doesn't last
forever!

On May 7th, the new moon manifests at 18°
two minutes of Taurus. If you call on the
news for a creative project, she will definitely
show up. The new moon in Taurus is all
about money. This is a time where you
should write out your wishes and goals in
regards to your finances and success. Get a
clear understanding of what you want and
why you deserve it, and you will find that it is
much easier to manifest than you thought.

On May 15th, Mercury enters the sign of
Taurus. When money talks, everybody
listens. Make sure you are not wasting your
mind power or communications on things
that aren't going to stabilize your financial
situation. 

This astrology forecast has been created in a way that allows you to interact directly
with your personal birth chart/natal chart!

This forecast style allows you to not only get a clear understanding of how the
science of astrology works. But it also gives you a better understanding of who you
are and how planetary energy can help you get the most out of this human
experience.

 BY DOMINEC HOLMES



Solid and well-crafted ideas have appeal, but flights of
fancy have a harder time getting heard because a
leap of imagination is difficult when everyone's minds
are anchored in the fixed earth sign of Taurus, which
requires logical, calculated, and stable thinking.

On May 20th, the Sun enters Gemini. The month
ahead promises a lot of heightened communication,
at least in the areas where 0° to 30°. Intellectual
solutions are the rage, but that may be simply to
cover over what's being ignored underneath. Keep
your options open, as you never know which sound
bite is going to wind up as the winner and hit home to
the truth.

On May 23rd, there will be a full moon at 2° 55
minutes Sagittarius. The full moon is the time when
the moon is mature, developed, and possesses the
capacity to receive and reflect. The full moon in
Sagittarius brings the desire to run free and far from
responsibility. Discussions can get quite philosophical
and/or political. Cultural events such as concerts,
plays, and festivals, people and letters from foreign
places may arise. News or progress related to
advertising and publishing is likely. Religion will be in
the news. Attitudes are more optimistic, and the flow
was more likely to be in your favor. Directions and
directives may change midstream, possibly because
the grass is always greener on the other side—so
don't allow your optimism to distract you from a path
without the full scope of consequences and dangers
being fully understood.



Venus enters Gemini as well on May 23rd. Variety and change are the spice of life for a few
weeks, with tastes changing rapidly all around, and not delving too deep. If you like to really
dig in, you may find that this is not the right time, but if you're up for a big variety of
enjoyment, this is the right place for you. This is also a good time for studying, reflecting on
your love of knowledge, your interest in publications, writing, networking, and more!

Harnessing Venus’s magnetism to position yourself for success is the best thing you can do
with this planetary energy.

On May 25th, Jupiter enters Gemini. This is the one time every 12 years you have the
opportunity to expand your knowledge and network while maximizing the reach of your
communications and understanding of your ideas! 

This is also a time for you to take notes as Jupiter
in Gemini brings more discussion and thinking
than action. This is the season for planning. How
will your next 12 years go? There will be a lot of
avenues to explore, but narrowing down the
options will give you the best results. Multitasking
is a must because there will always be more than
one iron in the fire.

On June 3rd, Mercury enters Gemini. The next few
weeks will be ideal for a wide range of
brainstorming, giving the ability to focus on
properly channeling Jupiter’s energy and Gemini
in general. 



The climate is up for more open communications,
sharing ideas, and networking without having to
commit to them immediately. There is a breezy
feeling to it as Gemini is an air sign; the words will
flow freely from your mouth. Make sure that they are
soothing like a breeze and not hurricane-force winds.

On June 6th, there will be a new moon in Gemini… lots
of Gemini energy popping off in June. This is a
particularly ripe period for finding new business
partners, turning over a new leaf with an old partner.
It's also a great time for planting seeds and making
wishes in regards to your communication, your
networking, your ability to travel locally, learning new
skills in regards to the computer, especially getting
your words per minute up. Any health issues
regarding your hands, nerves, or respiratory system,
this would be a great time to start making plans on
tackling those issues. Look to the house where 16° 18
minutes Gemini is found for where you should be
writing down your wishes in regards to Gemini’s
energy.

On June 8th, Mars enters Taurus. You need to get on
with it. Things take a slow turn for some time to come,
as actions become more deliberate. It's time to think
before you act, controlling how you project your
energy in regards to your wealth and finances. 

Click to Join!

https://www.facebook.com/groups/598065852509275/


This is what will bring you long-term success. Taking actions in the house where 0° Taurus is
found, especially in regards to money, banking, your earning capacity in that house, these are
the things that will bring you success. Taurus is a sign that rules music, so you may find
yourself more interested in listening to music and chilling than you are in taking action. 

This is not the best decision for you, as Mars in Taurus can lead to reckless spending and
squandering of your wealth. Your time is your money.

On June 17th, Mercury enters the sign of Cancer. There's a bit of an inward shift to reflecting
on your intuition and emotions, and it's going to get very close and personal for these next
few weeks. Cancer is a sign that's connected with our mother, which affects our nurturing
capacity and makes us more needy. Now is the time to focus on what you must have and not
what you might like, about reflecting on feelings that have been ruling your life, especially
those connected to your past. The houses where 0° to 30° Cancer are found and what they
govern will be the focus. This energy will also affect the houses in your chart where Gemini
and Virgo are found.

On June 20th, it's the beginning of the summer solstice. The Sun moves into the sign of
Cancer, which makes us focus on our emotional state, nurturing, big on food, and family
values. Whether positive or negative, they will be in the forefront of your conscious mind.

On June 21st, there is a full moon at 1° 7 minutes of Capricorn. For a day or so, you might find
things getting very strange in your surroundings, and one of the causes may be you. The time
is right to bring critical projects to a conclusion, put on the finishing touches, and show the
world just what you're all about. Capricorn is the sign of leadership, executive, the sign of the
boss. When the full moon occurs in Capricorn, light will be shed on your capacity to lead as an
executive in the matters of the house governing where the full moon occurs in your chart.
Now is your time to shine. The whole set of circumstances may have you a little giddy, but
that's part of the full moon's energy. It's time for you to ride that energy and put your
personal mark on whatever comes of it.



On June 29th, Saturn begins its retrograde
cycle at 19° 26 minutes of Pisces. Have
you been actualizing the information that
you have been receiving on your spiritual
journey? How are you putting into
practice what you know about yourself as
a spiritual being? How are you leveraging
your intuition to manifest the life that you
desire? The house where Saturn is
retrograde in your chart will give you
insight into where you should be putting
your intuition into practice. Saturn will be
retrograde in Pisces till November 15th of
2024. You have approximately five
months to reflect on not only your
intuition and spiritual connection but your
connection to escapism. How the music
you listen to affects you subconsciously,
how the movies you watch create false
ideas of success, family life, and more.
This is a time to separate illusion from
reality and ground yourself in your
intuition. 

Until next time, I leave you with these
cosmic cues to help you successfully
navigate the human experience. If you
wish to BOOK YOUR PRIVATE
ASTROLOGY READING, make sure you
visit and use coupon code
‘COSMICCUES’ to receive 25% off. This
coupon is valid until July 1st, 2024.

https://redclawconjure.com/product/astrology-reading/
https://redclawconjure.com/product/astrology-reading/
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